
An Introduction



Summary
The Social Enterprise Southern Lakes Consultancy Co-op (SESL Co-op) guides 

local social enterprises and purpose-driven organisations on their journey of 

beginning, going and growing through facilitated workshops, drop-in clinics and 

one-to-one problem solving sessions. Don’t walk the journey alone - SESL.

Our Purpose
To put impact at the heart of how 
the people of the Southern Lakes 
make their living.



Who We Help

People with a rough or a well-
mulled-over impact idea

High school students with a leaning 
towards social and environmental impact

Revenue-generating early stage 
social enterprises

High growth  
social enterprises

Established businesses refocusing 
on purpose and sustainability

Established community 
organisations creating a self-
sustaining enterprise activity



Background

The social enterprise economy has grown 
hugely across the globe in the last couple  
of decades. 

Social enterprise finds systemic gaps in the entrenched systems that are 

designed to protect the status quo, such as housing poverty, job insecurity, 

endemic poor mental health and environmental degradation.

Why are Social Enterprises best positioned to address these issues? Most often 

they are seeded within communities, for communities. They often introduce 

new products or services to communities whilst involving the community and 

raising awareness. These innovations often offer prized solutions but can lack 

strategy.  Early stage investment is an attractive proposition to many as it can 

be low stakes with high visibility.

SESL supports by ascertaining and ensuring that the ‘social’ and ‘enterprise’ 

components of the impact idea have a balanced status. 

Don’t walk the journey alone.



How We Help
There’s clear common problems that local enterprises need help solving:  

Mission (shaping their impact, measuring their impact, giving back),  

Money (getting funding & investment, pitching & proposals),  

Market (design, finding & keeping customers, communications, social 

procurement) and Managing (growing their team, competition & partnerships, 

tech, anticipating & overcoming challenges, reporting).

We help overcome those challenges through:

••   Workshops combining our areas of expertise:

•   raising capital

•   impact modelling & 

measuring

•   accounting

•   social enterprise strategy

•   design 

•   sales & business growth

•   hospitality

•   behaviour change

•   organisational design & 

legal structures

•   technology

•   communications

•   franchising

•   property 

•   activism

•   sustainability

•   education

•   publishing

•   health and wellness

•   diversity of thinking

••   One-to-one problem solving sessions

••   Drop-in clinics to explore early ideas and find 

collaborators

••   Providing forums for local social entrepreneurs to 

connect and learn from each other

••   Access to similar enterprises around New Zealand via the 

Community-led Enterprise Network



Who We Are

In 2019, Wastebusters, along with seven 
other organisations across NZ,  joined Ākina’s 
Regional Hubs Pilot Programme, with the aim 
of connecting and equipping a network of social 
enterprise champions to help social enterprises 
thrive in each of their local contexts.

The pilot highlighted the need to 

support and connect the emerging 

social enterprise sector in the southern 

lakes region.

Building on that foundation, in 2020 

sixteen social entrepreneurs and 

advocates based in Wānaka and 

Queenstown got together to formally 

establish SESL to grow our local social 

enterprise ecosystem.

Each with our own area of experience, 

we decided to link together the chains 

of our expertise to add value to local 

social enterprises (and help new ideas 

gain traction to stand shoulder to 

shoulder with existing businesses). 

Nothing too shiny or new, our shared 

services co-operative focuses on a joint 

commitment to work in twos-and-

threes to better help local enterprises 

make opportunities and solve problems.



Who We Are
The SESL Seeders:

Sue Coutts

Scott Stembridge

Danny Mastroianni

Michelle Moynes

Jemma Knowles

Sophie Ward

Anja O’Connor

Daniel Sweeney

Kieran Gardiner

Jinene Clark

Ting Zhang

Angela Fagan

Esther Whitehead

Dennis Lindner

Barry Grehan



Investing In The Local Ecosystem
20% of what we earn goes back into the SESL kete (common fund) to assist with 

the establishment of a social enterprise hub for drop-ins and collaboration to 

create lasting change in our new normal.

Contact
Anja O’Connor 

readyzerogo@gmail.com

021 925098

Danny Mastroianni 
danny@crestclean.co.nz 

022 3418665

Scott Stembridge
scott@tinybusinessconsultants.com

022 1766492

Esther Whitehead
esther@4d.org.nz

021 243 0741

Barry Grehan
barry@qturbanvillage.com

027 366 4284


